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Beginning with “The Writer’s Wonderland—Or: A Warning” and ending with “You’ve
Published a Book—Now What?” The Creative Writer’s Survival Guide is a must-read for
creative-writing students and teachers, conference participants, and aspiring
writers of every stamp. Directed primarily at fiction writers but suitable for
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of all genres, John McNally’s guide is a comprehensive, take-no-prisoners
blunt, highly idiosyncratic, and delightfully subjective take on the writing life.
McNally has earned the right to dispense advice on this subject. He has published
three novels, two collections of short fiction, and hundreds of individual stories
and essays. He has edited six anthologies and worked with editors at university
presses, commercial houses, and small presses. He has earned three degrees,
including an MFA from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, and taught writing to thousands of
students at nine different universities. But he has received far more rejections
than acceptances, has endured years of underpaid adjunct work, and is presently hard
at work on a novel for which he has no guarantee of publication. In other words,
he’s been at the writing game long enough to rack up plenty of the highs and lows
that translate into an invaluable guide for anyone who wants to become a writer or
anyone who is already a writer but doesn’t know how to take the next step toward the
writing life. In the sections The Decision to Become a Writer, Education and the
Writer, Getting Published, Publicity, Employment for Writers, and The Writer’s Life,
McNally wrestles with writing degrees and graduate programs, the nuts and bolts of
agents and query letters and critics, book signings and other ways to promote your
book, alcohol and other home remedies, and jobs for writers from adjunct to tenuretrack. Chapters such as “What Have You Ever Done That’s Worth Writing About?” “Can
Writing Be Taught?” “Rejection: Putting It in Perspective,” “Writing as a
Competitive Sport,” “Seven Types of MLA Interview Committees,” “Money and the
Writer,” and the all-important “Talking about Writing vs. Writing” cover a vast
range of writerly topics from learning your craft to making a living at it. McNally
acts as the writer’s friendly drill sergeant, relentlessly honest but bracingly
cheerful as he issues his curmudgeonly marching orders. Alternately cranky and
philosophical, full of to-the-point anecdotes and honest advice instead of wonkish
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and figures, The Creative Writer’s Survival Guide is a snarky, truthful, and
immensely helpful map to being a writer in today’s complex world.
Creative Writing in the Community is the firstbook to focus on the practical side of
creative writing. Connecting classroomexperiences to community-based projects, it
prepares creative writing studentsfor teaching in schools, homeless centres, youth
clubs and care homes. Each chapteris packed with easy-to-use resources including:
specific lesson plans; case studies of students working with community groups; lists
of suitable writing examples; "how to" sections; examples and theoretical
applications of creative writing pedagogy and techniques; reflection questions;
writings by workshop participants. Enhanced by contributions from directors,students
and teachers at successful public programs, Creative Writing in the Community is
more than an essential guidefor students on creative writing courses and leaders of
community-basedlearning programs; it is practical demonstration of the value of art
insociety.
“These are enormously arresting, odd, wryly humorous, gripping poems. And the
variety of subject matter is astounding. I don’t know when I’ve enjoyed reading a
book so much.”—David Budbill
An engaging and authoritative introduction to an increasingly important and popular
literary genre Prose Poetry is the first book of its kind—an engaging and
authoritative introduction to the history, development, and features of Englishlanguage prose poetry, an increasingly important and popular literary form that is
still too little understood and appreciated. Poets and scholars Paul Hetherington
and Cassandra Atherton introduce prose poetry’s key characteristics, chart its
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from the nineteenth century to the present, and discuss many historical
and contemporary prose poems that both demonstrate their great diversity around the
Anglophone world and show why they represent some of today’s most inventive writing.
A prose poem looks like prose but reads like poetry: it lacks the line breaks of
other poetic forms but employs poetic techniques, such as internal rhyme,
repetition, and compression. Prose Poetry explains how this form opens new spaces
for writers to create riveting works that reshape the resources of prose while
redefining the poetic. Discussing prose poetry’ s precursors, including William
Wordsworth and Walt Whitman, and prose poets such as Charles Simic, Russell Edson,
Lydia Davis, and Claudia Rankine, the book pays equal attention to male and female
prose poets, documenting women’s essential but frequently unacknowledged
contributions to the genre. Revealing how prose poetry tests boundaries and
challenges conventions to open up new imaginative vistas, this is an essential book
for all readers, students, teachers, and writers of prose poetry.
In this revised and updated edition of the StoryCenter's popular guide to digital
storytelling, StoryCenter founder Joe Lambert offers budding storytellers the skills
and tools they need to craft compelling digital stories. Using a "Seven Steps"
approach, Lambert helps storytellers identify the fundamentals of dynamic digital
storytelling – from conceiving a story, to seeing, assembling, and sharing it.
Readers will also find new explorations of the global applications of digital
storytelling in education and other fields, as well as additional information about
copyright, ethics, and distribution. The book is filled with resources about past
and present projects on the grassroots and institutional level, including new
chapters specifically for students and a discussion of the latest tools and projects
in mobile device-based media. This accessible guide’s meaningful examples and
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tone makes this an essential for any student learning the steps toward
digital storytelling.
• Thoughtful exploration of midlife spirituality through the prism of nature walks •
Study questions for each section Roger Owens, facing a “dark night of the soul” as
he turned forty and entered midlife, was encouraged by his spiritual director to
think of it instead as a “threshold of discovery.” Rather than go on a grand
adventure like walking the Appalachian Trail or the Camino de Santiago, he decided
to mark his fortieth year by taking forty walks in a nearby nature preserve. With
patience and attention, he explored the concerns rising within him: the
inevitability of death, his boredom with life, and the reality of his changing
faith, changing images of God, and changing sense of self. The result is forty short
chapters that weave together insightful stories of his walks with accessible history
and practices of Christian spirituality and the lives of saints. This field guide to
the spirituality of midlife facilitates readers’ personal journeys through questions
of faith, purpose, and relationships. It is not solely a memoir, but a work of
wisdom literature that uses engaging first-person narratives to explore universal
themes and spiritual inquiry. Wise and imaginative, and with study questions for
each section, Threshold of Discovery is the companion guide for a thoughtful
Christian journey.
Poetry. Fiction. Literary Nonfiction. NEW PONY includes work by Erik Anderson,
Cynthia Arrieu-King & Kristi Maxwell, Sarah Bartlett & Emily Kendal Frey, Eric Baus
& Seth Perlow, Sommer Browning & Brandon Shimoda, Adam Clay, Gary L. McDowell, and
Brandon Shimoda, Julia Cohen & Mathias Svalina, Thomas Cook & Nate Slawson, Bruce
Covey & Terita Heath-Wlaz, MTC Cronin & Peter Boyle, Mark DeCarteret, DZ Delgado &
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Florian, Jennifer K. Dick, Camille Dungy & Ravi Shankar, Annie Finch & Erika
Howsare, Shawn Huelle & Jess Wigent, Kirk Keen, The Pines, Seth Perlow & Catherine
Theis, Dani Rado, Andrea Rexilius & Susan Scarlata, Kate Schapira, Paul Siegell,
Justin Taylor & Bill Hayward, and William Walsh.
Fiction. LGBT Studies. The voice narrating Carol Guess's newest book is that of a
playfully effusive but meticulous cataloguer of our darker inquiries and oddities, a
suburban former dancer with the inner life and vision of an epic librettist. DARLING
ENDANGERED is nothing short of exceptional, a rare breed of hybrid that works
between the "flash" of short fiction and the swift bite of the lyric. From the
dizzying, battered nostalgia of youth remembered to the experiential trappings of
maturity, Guess's collection maps the journey of a singular, sensitive existence
through an ever-illuminating world of wayward hawks and track star meth addicts,
avalanches and hot dog carts, zombie buildings, the works of Balanchine and
Pachelbel, and the promises of love and love's disorders. You will not read another
book quite like it.
Poetry. Literary Criticism. A wide-ranging gathering of 34 brief essays and 66 prose
poems by distinguished practitioners, THE ROSE METAL PRESS FIELD GUIDE TO PROSE
POETRY is as personal and provocative, accessible and idiosyncratic as the genre
itself. The essayists discuss their craft, influences, and experiences, all while
pondering larger questions: What is prose poetry? Why write prose poems? With its
pioneering introduction, this collection provides a history of the development of
the prose poem up to its current widespread appeal. Half critical study and half
anthology, THE FIELD GUIDE TO PROSE POETRY is a not-to-be-missed companion for
readers and writers of poetry, as well as students and teachers of creative writing.
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Poschmann – De pijnboomeilanden In De pijnboomeilanden, genomineerd voor de
Deutscher Buchpreis 2017, combineert Marion Poschmann lichtvoetigheid met
filosofische diepgang, het westerse materialisme met het oosterse shintoïsme.
Wanneer universitair docent cultuurgeschiedenis Gilbert Silvester droomt dat zijn
vrouw hem bedriegt, besluit hij in een opwelling het eerstvolgende vliegtuig te
nemen; om afstand te nemen en zijn huwelijk te overdenken. De vlucht voert Gilbert
naar Japan, waar hij het reisverslag van de klassieke dichter Basho in handen
krijgt. Het geeft hem een doel: net zoals de vijftiende-eeuwse rondtrekkende monnik
wil hij de maan boven de Pijnboomeilanden zien. Deze pelgrimstocht biedt hem de
mogelijkheid om zich te verliezen in de natuur en zijn innerlijke onrust achter zich
te laten. Maar nog voor hij begint, ontmoet Gilbert een jonge student, Yosa, die met
heel andere reisliteratuur onderweg is: Het complete handboek voor zelfmoord. ‘Een
meesterwerk!’ – Die Zeit
Literary Nonfiction. Literary Criticism and History. Reference. With its
unprecedented gathering of 25 brief essays by experts in the field, THE ROSE METAL
PRESS FIELD GUIDE TO WRITING FLASH FICTION meets the growing need for a concise yet
creative exploration of the re-emerging genre popularly known as flash fiction. The
book's introduction provides, for the first time, a comprehensive history of the
short short story, from its early roots and hitherto unknown early publications and
appearances, to its current state and practice. This guide is a must for anyone in
the field of short fiction who teaches, writes, and is interested in its genesis and
practice.
"A prolific and award-winning writer, Lee Martin has put pen to paper to offer his
wisdom, honed during thirty years of teaching the oh-so-elusive art of writing.
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Stories is intended for anyone interested in thinking more about the
elements of storytelling in short stories, novels, and memoirs. Martin clearly
delineates helpful and practical techniques for demystifying the writing process and
providestools for perfecting the art of the scene, characterization, detail, point
of view, language, and revision--in short, the art of writing. His discussion of the
craft in his own life draws from experiences, memories, and stories to provide a
more personal perspective on the elements of writing. Martin provides encouragement
by sharing what he's learned from his journey through frustrations, challenges, and
successes. Most important, Telling Stories emphasizes that you are not alone on this
journey and that writers must remain focused on what they love: the process of
moving words on the page. By focusing on that purpose, Martin contends, the journey
will always take you where you're meant to go."-Literary Nonfiction. Writing Reference. Unmatched in its focus on a concise and
popular emerging genre, THE ROSE METAL PRESS FIELD GUIDE TO WRITING FLASH NONFICTION
features 26 eminent writers, editors, and teachers offering expert analysis, focused
exercises, and helpful examples of what make the brief essay form such a perfect
medium for experimentation, insight, and illumination. With a comprehensive
introduction to the genre and book by editor Dinty W. Moore, this guide is perfect
for both the classroom and the individual writer's desk—an essential handbook for
anyone interested in the scintillating and succinct flash nonfiction form. How many
words does it take to tell a compelling true story? The answer might surprise you.
Featuring essays from: Barrie Jean Borich, Jenny Boully, Norma Elia Cantú, Rigoberto
González, Carol Guess, Jeff Gundy, Philip Graham, Robin Hemley, Barbara Hurd, Judith
Kitchen, Eric LeMay, Dinah Lenney, Bret Lott, Patrick Madden, Lee Martin, Maggie
McKnight, Brenda Miller, Kyle Minor, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, Anne Panning, Lia
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Sue William Silverman, Jennifer Sinor, Peggy Shumaker, Ira Sukrungruang,
and Nicole Walker. "THE ROSE METAL PRESS FIELD GUIDE TO WRITING FLASH NONFICTION,
edited by the invaluable Dinty W. Moore, is a lot more than flashy. These
thoughtful, thought-provoking essays and exercises have the paradoxical effect of
slowing down our attention and encouraging an expansion of the moment, while seeming
to be saving writing and reading time. A very useful compilation."—Phillip Lopate,
author of Art of the Personal Essay "Flash-in-the-pan? Hardly. The flash nonfiction
genre has staying power, and THE ROSE METAL PRESS FIELD GUIDE TO WRITING FLASH
NONFICTION will show you why. Opening with a thorough and informative history of the
genre, renowned writer, editor, and teacher Dinty W. Moore assembles a cast of
writers who share their expertise, suggest writing exercises, and provide exemplary
models of the best flash nonfiction being written today. This book is required
reading for any writer, editor, or teacher of the brief nonfiction form."—Rebecca
McClanahan, author of The Riddle Song and Other Rememberings and Word Painting
Meer dan een miljoen Nederlanders heeft de wens om een boek te schrijven. Maar hoe
begin je hiermee? In 'Schrijven vanuit je hart' krijg je tips en oefeningen om je
droom waar te maken. Zelf een boek schrijven is de droom van meer dan een miljoen
Nederlanders. Met de tips en oefeningen van Nathalie Goldberg was zelf een boek
schrijven nog nooit zo makkelijk. 'Schrijven vanuit je hart' is een gepassioneerde
oproep om je diepste gedachten onder woorden te brengen. Het boek is opgebouwd uit
64 hoofdstukken van drie pagina's, waarin een advies wordt uitgewerkt. Het zijn
zonder uitzondering inspirerende teksten die tot de verbeelding spreken en de lezer
stimuleren om te schrijven vanuit zijn hart.
This marvelous collection features stories from some of America’s finest and most
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writers about every outdoorsman’s favorite and most loyal hunting partner:
his dog. For the first time, the stories of acclaimed writers such as Tom Brokaw,
Howell Raines, Rick Bass, Sydney Lea, Jim Harrison, Tom McGuane, and Chris Camuto,
come together in one collection. Hunters and non-hunters alike will recognize in
these poignant tales the universal aspects of owning dogs: companionship, triumph,
joy, forgiveness, and loss. The hunter’s outdoor spirit meets the writer’s passion
for detail in these honest, fresh pieces of storytelling. Here are the days spent on
the trail, shotgun in hand with Fido on point—the thrills and memories that fill the
hearts of bird hunters. Here is the perfect gift for dog lovers, hunters, and
bibliophiles of every makeup. This is a delightful, handsome volume that captures
the wild spirit of dogs and those who love them. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to
publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish
books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, selfdefense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness
survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting,
wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bow hunting, wing shooting,
hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Write Moves is an invitation for the student to understand and experience creative
writing in the larger frame of humanities education. The practical instruction
offered comes in the form of “moves” or tactics for the apprentice writer to try.
But the title also speaks to a core value of this project: that creative writing
exists to move us. The book focuses on concise, human-voiced instruction in poetry,
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story, and the short creative nonfiction essay. Emphasis on short forms
allows the beginning student to appreciate lessons in craft without being
overwhelmed by lengthy model texts; diverse examples of these genres are offered in
the anthology.
A comprehensive, chronological overview of American literature in three scholarly
and authoritative volumes A Companion to American Literature traces the history and
development of American literature from its early origins in Native American oral
tradition to 21st century digital literature. This comprehensive three-volume set
brings together contributions from a diverse international team of accomplished
young scholars and established figures in the field. Contributors explore a broad
range of topics in historical, cultural, political, geographic, and technological
contexts, engaging the work of both well-known and non-canonical writers of every
period. Volume One is an inclusive and geographically expansive examination of early
American literature, applying a range of cultural and historical approaches and
theoretical models to a dramatically expanded canon of texts. Volume Two covers
American literature between 1820 and 1914, focusing on the development of print
culture and the literary marketplace, the emergence of various literary movements,
and the impact of social and historical events on writers and writings of the
period. Spanning the 20th and early 21st centuries, Volume Three studies traditional
areas of American literature as well as the literature from previously marginalized
groups and contemporary writers often overlooked by scholars. This inclusive and
comprehensive study of American literature: Examines the influences of race,
ethnicity, gender, class, and disability on American literature Discusses the role
of technology in book production and circulation, the rise of literacy, and changing
reading practices and literary forms Explores a wide range of writings in multiple
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including novels, short stories, dramas, and a variety of poetic forms, as
well as autobiographies, essays, lectures, diaries, journals, letters, sermons,
histories, and graphic narratives. Provides a thematic index that groups chapters by
contexts and illustrates their links across different traditional chronological
boundaries A Companion to American Literature is a valuable resource for students
coming to the subject for the first time or preparing for field examinations,
instructors in American literature courses, and scholars with more specialized
interests in specific authors, genres, movements, or periods.
A Study Guide for Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's "A Storm in the Mountains," excerpted
from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust
Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
In Zeven vette jaren doet Etgar Keret op tragikomische wijze verslag van zeven jaren
van zijn persoonlijk leven, die samenvallen met de eerste levensjaren van zijn zoon
Lev. De Israëlische samenleving is in ieder verhaal voelbaar: of het nu gaat om zijn
ouders, die de Holocaust hebben overleefd; zijn zus, die met haar elf kinderen in de
meest orthodoxe buurt van Jeruzalem woont; of om zijn door hem verafgode broer, die
pleit voor de legalisering van softdrugs en een volleerd olifantenfluisteraar blijkt
te zijn. Met deze verhalen op het kruispunt van journalistiek, autobiografie en
fictie, slaagt Keret erin om via de microkosmos van zijn eigen leven een indringend,
ontroerend en toch humorvol beeld te geven van het huidige Israël. Etgar Keret is
een van de belangrijkste hedendaagse Israëlische schrijvers. Zijn boeken verschijnen
in vierendertig landen en hij publiceert onder andere in Le Monde en The New York
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De verhalenbundels Verrassing en Superlijm werden geroemd vanwege hun
uitbundige verbeeldingskracht. `Briljant. Ik ken niemand die schrijft zoals hij. The
Guardian `Etgar Keret is een genie. The New York Times
'Een erg goede, meeslepende biografie, met een hoofdpersoon die fascinerender is dan
menig romanpersonage. [] Hoogste tijd dat Mosers biografie in het Nederlands
verscheen.' - HP/De Tijd Ze wordt vergeleken met Borges, Kafka en Nabokov, 'die
vrouw die eruitzag als Marlene Dietrich en schreef als Virginia Woolf', en beleeft
een golf van populariteit over de hele wereld, veertig jaar na haar dood: Clarice
Lispector (1920-1977). Geboren te midden van de verschrikkingen van de Oekraïne na
de Eerste Wereldoorlog, werd de jonge Clarice een persoon wier schoonheid, intellect
en excentriciteit Brazilië fascineerden. Clarice Lispector. De biografie vertelt hoe
deze uitzonderlijke vrouw ondanks een lange ballingschap en persoonlijke problemen
uitgroeide tot een groot schrijfster, en ontrafelt op weergaloze wijze de mythes die
haar omringen.
In Brevity, David Galef provides a guide to writing flash fiction, from tips on
technique to samples by canonical and contemporary authors to provocative prompts
that inspire powerful stories in a little space. Galef traces the genre back to its
varied origins, from the short-short to nanofiction, with examples that include
vignettes, prose poems, character sketches, fables, lists, twist stories,
surrealism, and metafiction. The authors range from the famous, such as Colette and
Borges, to today's voices, like Roxane Gay and Bruce Holland Rogers. A writer and
longtime creative writing teacher, Galef also shows how flash fiction skills
translate to other types of writing. Brevity is an indispensable resource for anyone
working in this increasingly popular form. For more information, see
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Wat heeft God te maken met post van een overleden moeder, Kafka die vegetariër is
geworden en honden die hun penning verliezen? Deze zeer korte verhalen zijn een
verkenningstocht van onze dagelijkse interactie met God. Williams’ personages komen
God op de meest onverwachte plaatsen tegen: bij een hotdogeetwedstrijd, een chic
gala en in de apotheek. Ook God heeft namelijk soms last van gordelroos.
Transversing the territory between the pastoral and the elegiac, F. Daniel
Rzicznek’s Settlers inhabits the hidden, wild places of the American Midwestern
landscape. The idea of “settling”—that a landscape can be tamed, that a human
consciousness can fall back into immobility—is one these poems grapple with and
resist, all the while charting the cathartic effects of the natural world on a
collective imagination dually wounded by the madness of the post-industrial era and
the multiplication of tragedy via media saturation. Within the “settled” landscape,
it becomes clear that nothing, in fact, can be settled. Love, compassion,
forgiveness, and transcendence all turn out to be moving targets and Settlers offers
glimpse after glimpse of an unstable world in whirling, mesmerizing motion. Where
the exterior landscape of weather, light and water skirts the interior wilderness of
dream, vision, and prayer, these poems go out walking with their feet in the marsh
and their hats in the infinite clouds, hoping to find what exactly it means to be
human in a world imperiled by humans, and the all the fascinating and frustrating
complexities contained therein.
Wat Steve Jobs was voor Apple is Jeff Bezos voor Amazon. Bezos werkte als
dikbetaalde Wall Street-handelaar, maar durfde in de begindagen van het internet
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te beginnen als ondernemer met een magazijn in zijn garage. Die gok werd
beloond. Zijn bedrijf Amazon maakte in de afgelopen twintig jaar een
onwaarschijnlijke groei door: van online boekhandel naar ’s werelds grootste
warenhuis. Brad Stone beschrijft de fascinerende geschiedenis van Bezos als
ondernemer en laat zien hoe de ontwikkeling van het bedrijf vervlochten is met diens
grootse ideeën over competitie en innovatie. Hij sprak met Bezos zelf en met groot
aantal (voormalige) Amazon-medewerkers en geeft als eerste een inkijkje in een
bedrijfscultuur van gedurfde investeringen en meedogenloze ambitie. Mr. Amazon is
een genuanceerd en onthullend portret van dit fascinerende bedrijf en zijn
excentrieke oprichter.
The poems in Sand Theory, William Olsen’s fifth collection to date, bristle with
intellect, sensitivity, and ambition. Engaging poets from William Blake to Theodore
Roethke, Olsen takes aim at grand questions of spirituality, the instability of
meaning, and the individual’s relationship with the natural world. Yet Olsen’s lithe
and sinuous poems wear their metaphysical concerns lightly, shifting easily between
the immediate perceptions of a passing moment and observations offered as if from a
great distance, outside of time and space. The energy of Olsen’s poems is generated
by his ability to meld the intellectual and the emotional, the abstract and the
concrete, into a seamless whole while maintaining a sense of wit and playfulness.
Sand Theory cements Olsen’s standing as one of the most vital poets writing today,
an audacious chronicler of “the supremely open moment.”
Now includes a subscription to NSSWM online (the fiction section of
writersmarket.com). For 28 years, Novel & Short Story Writer's Market has been the
only resource of its kind exclusively for fiction writers. Anyone who is writing
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and/or storiesâ€"whether romance or literary, horror or graphic novelâ€"needs
this resource to help them prepare their submissions and sell their work. You'll
have access to listings for over 1,100 book publishers, magazines, literary agents,
writing contests and conferences, each containing current contact information,
editorial needs, schedules and guidelines that save writers time and take the
guesswork out of the submission process. NSSWM includes more than 100 pages of
listings for literary journals alone and another 100 pages of book publishers
(easily four times as many markets for fiction writers as Writer's Market offers).
It also features over a 100 pages of original content: interviews with working
editors and writers, how-tos on the craft of fiction, and articles on the business
of getting published.
Poetry: A Writers' Guide and Anthology is a complete introduction to the art and
craft of writing poetry. The authors map out more than 25 key elements of poetry
including image, lyric, point of view, metaphor, and movement and use these elements
as starting points for discussion questions and writing prompts. The book guides the
reader through a range of poetic modes including: - Elegy - Found poems - Nocturne Ode - Protest poems - Ars Poetica - Lyric - Narrative Poetry also offers inspiring
examples of contemporary poetry covering all the modes and elements discussed by the
book, including poems by: Billy Collins, Sherman Alexie, Aimee Nezhukumatathil,
Natalie Diaz, Traci Brimhall, Terrance Hayes, Richard Blanco, Danez Smith, Natasha
Trethewey, Mark Halliday, Eileen Myles, Mary Jo Bang, Tracy K. Smith, Ocean Vuong,
and many others.
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We have
confessional poets, who write about themselves; nature poets, who write
about place; experimental poets, who write about language. And we have F. Daniel
Rzicznek, who finds “many centers to the world,” whose Divination Machine resists
simplification into any one category. Rzicznek is a poet for whom “Everything / is a
piece of the vision.”— H. L. Hix
A new collection of very short stories selected by Flash Fiction editor James Thomas
and Robert Scotellaro. All of the stories in this book are exceptionally short,
revealing themselves in no more than 300 words. With a foreword by Robert Shapard
and an afterword by Christopher Merrill, this book brings you fresh approaches to an
exacting form that demands precision, a species of brevity that is surprisingly
expansive. Writers say the pieces are hard to compose, but readers say they are easy
to appreciate, a pleasure to envision, a wonder to watch life spun out and painted
in small places. Real and surreal, lyrical and prosaic, here are 135 stories by 89
authors, certain to make you think.
Poetics of Social Engagement emphasizes the ways in which innovative American poets
have blended art and social awareness, focusing on aesthetic experiments and
investigations of ethnic, racial, gender, and class subjectivities. Rather than
consider poetry as a thing apart, or as a tool for asserting identity, this volume’s
poets create sites, forms, and modes for entering the public sphere, contesting
injustices, and reimagining the contemporary. Like the earlier anthologies in this
series, this volume includes generous selections of poetry as well as illuminating
poetics statements and incisive essays. This unique organization makes these books
invaluable teaching tools. A companion website will present audio of each poet’s
work. Poets included: Rosa Alcalá Brian Blanchfield Daniel Borzutzky Carmen Giménez
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Allison Hedge Coke Cathy Park Hong Christine Hume Bhanu Kapil Mauricio Kilwein
Guevara Fred Moten Craig Santos Perez Barbara Jane Reyes Roberto Tejada Edwin Torres
Essayists included: John Alba Cutler Chris Nealon Kristin Dykstra Joyelle McSweeney
Chadwick Allen Danielle Pafunda Molly Bendall Eunsong Kim Michael Dowdy Brent Hayes
Edwards J. Michael Martinez Martin Joseph Ponce David Colón Urayoán Noel
With its corn by the acre, beef on the hoof, Quaker Oats, and Kraft Mac n' Cheese,
the Midwest eats pretty well and feeds the nation on the side. But there's more to
the midwestern kitchen and palate than the farm food and sizable portions the region
is best known for beyond its borders. It is to these heartland specialties, from the
heartwarming to the downright weird, that Fried Walleye and Cherry Pie invites the
reader. The volume brings to the table an illustrious gathering of thirty midwestern
writers with something to say about the gustatory pleasures and peculiarities of the
region. In a meditation on comfort food, Elizabeth Berg recalls her aunt's meatloaf.
Stuart Dybek takes us on a school field trip to a slaughtering house, while Peter
Sagal grapples with the ethics of paté. Parsing Cincinnati five-way chili, Robert
Olmstead digresses into questions of Aztec culture. Harry Mark Petrakis reflects on
owning a South Side Chicago lunchroom, while Bonnie Jo Campbell nurses a sweet tooth
through a fudge recipe in the Joy of Cooking and Lorna Landvik nibbles her way
through the Minnesota State Fair. These are just a sampling of what makes Fried
Walleye and Cherry Pie--with its generous helpings of laughter, culinary confession,
and information--an irresistible literary feast.
This introductory creative writing text uses a unique, multi-genre approach to
provide students with a broad-based knowledge of their craft, treating them as
professional writers. Beginning by discussing elements common to all genres, this
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underscores the importance of learning good writing habits before committing to
a genre, encouraging writers to look beyond their genre expectations and learn from
other forms. The book then devotes one chapter to each of the major literary genres:
fiction, poetry, drama and creative nonfiction. These style-specific sections
provide depth as they compare the different genres, furnishing students with a
comprehensive understanding of creative writing as a discipline and fostering
creativity. The discussion concludes with a chapter on digital media and an appendix
on literary citizenship and publishing. With exercises at the end of each chapter, a
glossary of literary terms, and a list of resources for further study, A Writer's
Craft is the ideal companion to an introductory creative writing class. It has been
listed as one of the 'Best Books for Writers' by Poets and Writers magazine.
Rigoberto González, author of the critically acclaimed memoir Butterfly Boy:
Memories of a Chicano Mariposa, takes a second piercing look at his past through a
startling new lens: hunger. The need for sustenance originating in childhood
poverty, the adolescent emotional need for solace and comfort, the adult desire for
a larger world, another lover, a different body—all are explored by González in a
series of heartbreaking and poetic vignettes. Each vignette is a defining moment of
self-awareness, every moment an important step in a lifelong journey toward clarity,
knowledge, and the nourishment that comes in various forms—even "the smallest
biggest joys" help piece together a complex portrait of a gay man of color who at
last defines himself by what he learns, not by what he yearns for. Bill Whitehead
Award for Lifetime Literary Achievement, Publishing Triangle “Told in a series of
revealing vignettes and poems, González’s Autobiography of my Hungers turns moments
of need and want into revelations of truth and self-awareness, creating the portrait
of an artist that is complex if not entirely complete.”—El Paso Times “Through his
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provocative
vignettes, González communicates a lifetime of struggle for affirmation
and self-acceptance.”—Make/Shift

NANO Fiction (print ISSN 1935-844X; digital ISSN 2160-939X) is non-profit literary
journal that publishes flash fiction—a form of short story also known as micro
fiction, micro narrative, micro-story, microrrelatos, postcard fiction, the short
short, the short short story, kürzestgeschichten, and sudden fiction—of 300 words or
fewer. Featuring twenty to thirty authors in each issue, NANO Fiction has roots that
draw from Aesop’s Fables and Zen Koans. Notable practitioners of this prose form
include Lydia Davis, Franz Kafka, Italo Calvino, Ignacio Martínez de Pisón, Naguib
Mahfouz, and Linor Goralik, among others. This issue of NANO Fiction features works
by: James Tadd Adcox, Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhrán, Elissa Cahn, Jesse Cheng, Katie
Cortese, Ashley Farmer, Jaydn DeWald, Genevieve Hudson, James Iredell, Takeki
Ishihara, Erin Jewell, Gina Keicher, Peter Kispert, Harry Leeds, Thomas Patrick
Levy, Jorge Ricardo Lopez-McKnight, Sean Lovelace, Matthew Mahaney, Gary L.
McDowell, Kelly Miller, Gene Morgan, Thisbe Nissen, Anthony Opal, Michael C.
Rodriguez, Matt Rowan, Marina Rubin, Angela Rydell, Kevin Sampsell, Didi Schiller,
Mark Sutz, Brendan Todt, Elizabeth Wade, and Elizabeth Wyatt.
This collection of more than twenty-five essays, both meditative and formally
inventive, considers all kinds of subjects: everyday objects such as keys and hats,
plus concepts of time and place; the memoir; writing; the essay itself; and Michael
Martone’s friendship with the writers David Foster Wallace, Jonathan Franzen, and
Kurt Vonnegut. Throughout the essays, Martone’s style expands with the incorporation
of new technological platforms. Several of the pieces were written specifically for
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venues, while the essays on the death of Martone’s mother and father were
written on Facebook while the events happened. One essay about using new
technologies in the classroom was written solely in tweets. Brooding—the book’s
title and the title of an essay—draws a parallel between the disappearance of early
browsers and the emergence, after seventeen years, of a brood of cicadas. Throughout
these essays Martone’s words inhabit spaces where the reconnection to people in the
past and the metaphors of electronic memory converge.

Op een middag in de nazomer had ze het gezien terwijl ze langs een afgelegen
flatgebouw liep. Op de tweede verdieping was een vrouw bezig de was op te hangen,
aan een rek buiten het balkon. Er ontsnapte haar een pluk wasgoed. Eén zakdoek
zweefde omlaag, het langzaamst van alles, en belandde uiteindelijk op de grond. Als
een vogel met half ingevouwen vleugels. Als een ziel die behoedzaam een plek zocht
om neer te strijken. Terwijl de verteller met een schrijversbeurs in Warschau
verblijft, een besneeuwde stad vol tastbare littekens van het geweld uit het
verleden, wordt ze achtervolgd door het verhaal van haar oudere zus, die slechts
twee uur na haar geboorte overleed. Een gefragmenteerde verkenning van witte dingen
is het resultaat – de bakerdoeken, die ook haar doodskleed waren, de melk uit haar
moeders borsten die ze niet meer dronk, de blanco pagina waarop de verteller
tevergeefs probeert het verhaal te reconstrueren – alles ontvouwt zich in een
krachtig, poëtisch distillaat. Wit is een boek als geen ander. Het zijn gedachten
over een kleur, over de kracht en de kwetsbaarheid van de menselijke geest, en
pogingen om nieuw leven te vinden in de as van vernietiging. Over De vegetariër: ‘Ik
zou zeggen dat u dit boek moet lezen.’ – Arnon Grunberg in de Volkskrant ‘Voor de
fans van Murakami.’ **** – Gazet van Antwerpen ‘De vegetariër van Han Kang is een
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overtuigende,
boek, schurend en tegelijkertijd diep tragisch en ontroerend.’ – de Volkskrant ‘De
bijna perverse verleiding van dit boek zit ’m [] in de poëzie van de beelden. Ze
zijn heftig erotisch en nogal beklemmend.’ – De Groene Amsterdammer
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